
The Imp~6sibility of Solving the Highland Problem. 

There is a sense of depression and fatalism about in the Highlands 
and Islands of north-west Scotland. The rate of unemployment is high; 
fqod and other essential goods are made more expensive than elsewhere by 
the high cost of transport; all the nen seem to be old or alcoholic, or 
both j the Gaelic language is becoming extinct; and all the young men and 
women are leaving for the bright lights, for the attractions of the 
modern world. As a recent correspondent to the Stornoway Gazette wrote: 

t~wentieth century circumstances have posed new problems 
for the crafting people in place of congestion and land 
hunger. Now sucked into the mainstream of Bri tish social. 
and economic life, our fringe communities are gushing out 
life-blood at an alarming rate. The young folk are going, 
their credo inevitably equating 'getting on' with 'getting 
out t (1). 

The Highlands are an area of decline, an area where everyone's thoughts
 
are of past glories and present gloom. There is said to be a Highland
 
problem, and no one has yet found the solution.
 

The most saddening thing about the Highlands is that the problem
 
has been there for so long. Daliel Defoe wrote at the beginning of the
 
elighteenth century, in a poem entitles "Caledcnin.: A Poem in Honour of
 
spotland: " 

"Wake Scotland, from thy long Lethargick Dreaxu, 
Seem what thou art , and be Wnat thou shalt seem; 
Shake off ~Poverty, the sloth will die, 
Success alone, can quicken Industry. 

To ~ Improvement, and to Trade apply,
 
They'll plentifully repay thy Industry."
 

(Defoe 1707: 54 - 5). 

It is a poem that could have been written by a member of the Highlands and
 
Islands Development Board (R.I.D.B.) more than 250 years later (2)0 The
 
Board was set up in 1965 to attempt to solve the Highland Problem, one
 
more in a long line of agencies which have tried to Improve the Highlands.
 
But, since the Problem has been wi. th us for so long the inrportent question
 
becomes not what can be done to stop and perhaps reverse the decline, but
 
why there is any social life left there at all Surely the end of the
 
road must have been reached by now? the argument of this paper is that
 
it is only by consideration of this question that we can come to any
 
useful conclusion about the Highlands; that is, that there is no solution
 
to the Highland PrOblem. What is so depressing about the Highlands and
 
Islands is that the problem as it is at present constituted permits no
 
solution : the raad is endless.
 

People now date the start of the decline at the cruShing of the clans 
by Butcher Cumberland in 1745. The process of destruction of the old 
wyas of life has been ca.rried on ever since. Some accuse the English of 
e;enocide (:El1.1is .1969 :17)~, .mea.?:i:~ . ~~~ttl}(3~r§id:;C1').ti.PILQfthe~~!L.Highla.nd~. ~ ... 
~·curture~iEr-a.s·ferrr6le-as~~he murder of the inhabitants themselV"eso The
 
English are explicitly compared with the mid-twentieth century Germans
 
(lac. ci t). Francis Thompson BUms up the prevailing attitude when he says:
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"All ethnic groups' which differ in outlook, 
lifestyles, culture and language have had 
the "colonizing" pressures.of master races; 
and the Gaels were, and indeed are today, in 
no way different from 'the Red Indians, the 
Jews, the Eskimoes, and the vanishing tribes 
of the Amazon river, all of whom face the 
prospect of extinction by processes of assimilation 
before another century is out" (Thompson 1974:62) 

The English are the coloriial power which has swamped the Highlands and. has 
destroyed their identity,. The Gaels are just one more subject race. 

This is seen.then to be a process of wulturation, of social change, 
of modernization,. perhaps of Westernizationo The Highlands have been the 
scene of a cla~ih of t~ cultures; the dominant English and the noble, but 
defeated, Hi~llanders. The recent history of the Highlands is seen as the 
steadily'increaBing erosion of old ways of life, and of the drawing of the 
area into the wider social and econonrlc life of Britain and the world •. 
Increasing commvnications whether through railways and roads or through 
the .spread of the Engli_3h Im1guage, have forced the Highlanders to adopt 
ne;~ 'Nays. Thc1'e are sti.ll a few elements of the traditional life left, 
but they are fast disappearing•. 

The pictnre of traditional life has been painted by Eric Cregeen 
in the following words. Traditional Highland. society 

' •••. possessed tht; characteristics of many more c.loc1ern 
'pdr;;itivo' peo-,:;les. It is a scci~:ty t'COlAed on 
k:iunlup, i:, wh:L:b. status is fixed ''oy in~LGri tance, 
a.nd authority g,)C;s by descent. Knowledge and skills 
aI'e handed on by rn':\mpl('> and wrd of mouth and are 
not exposed to' O·,T8:r.'I~uch questioning so that custom 
controls mU;Jt of life•. Religion is compatible with 
magic and wlth a widespread belief in \·ri tchcraft. 
Theeconbmy is largely a subsistence one, with only 
a modest degree of specialisation and murkets are 
narrow. Central government isweak,and law and 
ora.er are freT),ently di :;;tm:bed by 1"""';(,;1'1''..ll ma.gnates 
and tribal chiefs". (Cregeen 1971:150-1). 

The e8n006 of eC'J'}Y evolutionary an thropolog:~{~, 0~f for. example Haine, 
are cl,Jar. No· 8'/.J.. ocr.c0 is ever produced to ju.s~~ify this picture, howevero 
In fact peoplese~~~l ~1.uLl~e ready to .admit that th'.)r8 i.s very little eviq.ence 
to support till s v:i.r,1'j c,t life before the Fall. P~"Jtedsor Smout, in a . 
widely acclaimedrtl.'lpK'Y of Scotland, 'admitted that ·there were only twq 
extant reports of U:!:" hefore 1745 - those of Burt and lVIartin (Smout 1969:332 
- yet he goes on to conclude that: . 

'~he Highlands were tribal in the exact sense that 
nineteenth century Africa was tribal•••••At the 
root of Highlc'lnd Clanship lay the myth that all in 
a given clan were descended from a common ancestor 
1,ol110 .... had L. in ~Ei.o~e ..incJ~d~plx. .mi stY"RQl'iQ<t~.Lj;.he~.tlas"t'.~~'~~E~ 
founded the tribe" (l.bid: 334). 

He says this on the basis of tw reports. He recognises that Burt spoke 
••••• in words that might have come from a Victorian explorer of darkest' 
Africa (col. cit.) but fails to ask why this was, and what effect this 
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rn'l-ght hetV-O had. on Burt's reports. Highland history, its sonial and 
economic life, are continually being rewritten 60 that the traditional 
way of life that used to exist appears to be disappearing. It does not 
matter, perhaps, that it' is being rewritten ,on flimsy evidence, since 
this makes the rewriting easier to see. The view of the Highlands is 
clear, though. It is of a traditional culture that is being attacked, 
and undermined by modernizing influences. 

Some "traditions" are being eaten away and replaced by "modern" 
practices. The £§!E. chrom, the one-tyned foot plough of the Highlander, 
has disappeared. This tradition has definitely gone. But the category 
of tradition itself remains, and in fact, the disappearance of the cas 
chrom is seen as evidence of decline now. Once an object like this--
has disappeared it becomes part of tradition, part of what was. But what 
is disturbing is that it stays and :LS used as an argument for-decline 
now; in-this sense it is part of what is. The cas chrom still exists. 
At Kilmuir, in the north of Skye, there is a museum deVOted to crafting 
life. It is called a 'Folk }J[useum', It is a taigh ~ (4) With a 
thatched shed containing an old four-shaft loom next to it. Inside 
there are two main rooms separated by a boxed-in bedroom. On the walls
 
there are claymores andadecayed set of bagpipes. The curator told me
 
that the building was still a vrorking croft until twenty years ago.
 
Were they really using claymores in the fifties? The problem is that
 
everything has become conflated, the whole of the Highland past is added
 
together and becomes traditional.
 

This past is used to justify the present. The current decline,
 
the depression and the apa~hy, are justified by the past glories. Once
 
there WaS a system of life which was perfectly adapted to its surroundings.
 
"While Hebrideans were dependent on their environment for their whole
 
subsistence a very beautiful ecological adaptation to circumstances took
 
place ••• " (Darling 1968: 35). However, this 'tteautiful ecological
 
adaptation" has been attacked by the sheep of the Clearanoes, and by the
 
deer of the sporting lairds, and so nOl,/1 we have the "sick but surviving
 
culture of Highland Gaeldom l1 (Darling 1955: 281). The Highlands are
 
seen to be declining; this decline is relative to the Traditional Past.
 
This "sick but surviving culture" represents the remnants of the past,
 
and it is this that constitutes the Highland Problem.
 

The problem facing those who try to solve the Highland Problem,
 
such as the H.I.D.B., is that if there is a clash of two cultures in the
 
Highlands, on which side should they intervene? Collier, in a book
 
entitled 'The Crofting Problem, said:
 

"Des:pite our store of information about the Highlander, 
there has not been sufficient recognition of the basic 
issue: to what extent can or ought the Highlands 
maintain their distinctive qualities of social organisation 
and outlook in an age of easier intercourse, universal 
education and economic in,terpenetration?" (Collier 1953: 10). 

The Tradi tional 

The traditional and the modern can be seen as two categories that 
are in constant competition. Individual elements may change but the 
categories remain. The crofting system, for example, was once a modern 
influence, but it is now part of the traditional way of life that must 
be preserved (see Hunter 1976). Folklore is one of the standard elements 
of a tradition, and the contents of the category'folklQ,re' c~J;'ealw.aycs~==-~, 

o~dec~ininga~ReoopJ.e=s,]>e~o~'lih-e~~fo~J:kl~-e-nat~m,ist be collected before it 
disappears. It does not matter mat the facts are, what empirical 
evidence is presented, it is as if 'folklore' were just an empty space. 
Any fact could be fed into it with the result that it would be thought 
to be in decline. The idea that Gaelic folklore has only recently started 
to decline, and that somehow, only a few years ago, everyone sang, danced 
and told stories is a falsehood, since folklore has always been dis
appearing. tJIartin Martin, a gentleman of Skye, for example, wrote in 1703: 
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'There are several instances of heathenism 
and pagan superstition among the inhabitants 
of the islands related here; but I would not 
have the reader think those practices are 
chargeable upon the gene~ality of present 
inhabitants, since only a few of the oldest 
and most ignorant of the vulgar are guilty 
of them" (1934:(5). 

Folklore was disappearing even in th~ late seventeenth century when Mart~n 
toured the Outer Isles. 

A very clear example of the way in which the clash between traditional 
and modern has been controlled is in the case of the pibroc~, the grand 
music of the bagpipes. There are something like three hundred tunes 
within the canon of pibroch, and these are strictly limited. Very 
occasionally new tunes are added, but these have to come up to very strict 
standards, It is said that after the 1745 rebellion the bagpipes, the 
national instrument of the Highlands, were banned. The only way, therefore, 
of remembering the old tunes was by a very strict control, under which no 
variati.ons could be allowed, Thus we have the form of the present day 
pibroch, of agl~und with a series of increasingly complex variations. 
There are other sorts of pipe music, but pride of place is reserved 
for the·pibrqch. This is the h~ight of the art, and the music which 
outsiders find so hard to appreciate These tunes muet be played with 
no variation from the traditional way. The justification for this strict, 
unalterable structure is based upon the eighteenth century turmoil in 
the Highlands, Only by strict adherence to the traditional method could 
the national music ,of the Highlands be preserved. Within the canon of 
pibroch there can be no modern,. There are changes of style-complication 
for. its own sake is not so admired now as it once was - but p~broch it
self remaine inviolable, stuck in the eighteenth century. It might be 
possible to play jazz on the bagpipes, but that could never, never, be 
pibroch. 

The bagpipe-playing, kilt-wearing Scot is part of the traditional 
image of the H:i.ghlands" One of the major figures in the establishing 
of this myth was undoubtedly Sir Walter Scott: 

"Scotland will never be able to repay her debt to Sir 
Walter Scott for his revelation of that glorious 
region of beauty known as the Trossachso He not only 
revealed the b~auty of the landscape but he has peopled 
the district with personalities Whose names and deeds 
will be remembered as long as these scenes remain."(Anon 1931). 

It was Scott who revealed tbe Trossachs.Before Scott the scenery did 
not exist. This particular guide represents the decay of nineteenth 
century romanticism to the sickly sweet, yet patronisingly arrogant view 
of the Highlands on the frontispiece: a picture of two military pipers 
bordering a pride of Highland terriers, white, furry,and appealing, 
bounding over the mountainside to welcome the reader to "Scotland: 
Picturesque and Romantic~' 

The idea that at one time the kilt and the bagpipe were part of the 
_ __ ~.. c.._~~e;v:e1k.y;da.y;·..li.£e.Aj;'~~t~~J;L;i.eUanG1~~-a.J..s~1ea~P.P€l~ess0~B3::8:e~:i:Er"'to~reeommerj:d:~"~'~~C~" 

qtheir use in Highland education" J.S Blackie was a professor of Greek at 
Glasgow university who be.camefascinated by the Highlands, with their· 
traditions, A man Who might well have been regarded elsewhere asa~ 
eccentric; Who thought that Greek had Celtic origins, he was a mAjor 
figure in the .late nineteenth century debate on the Highlanders and their 
problems. His concern for the true past, for the traditional glories, 
led him to recommend that in Highland schools: 
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I~ighland subjects will be treated with a 
national preference - sections of history in 
which the Gael had performed the principal 
part will'be discussed in fuller detail. 
Highland songs will be sung in every class, 
and the most sublime passages of Ossan,along 
with the beautiful descriptions of scenery in 
Duncan Ban and Ali ster HacDonald' wi 11 be -reited 
(5) Md, perhaps acted in character on show days. 
Shinty, of course, and every characteristically 
Highland sport, will be cultivated on holidays. 
The picturesque, the patriotic, and healthy 
Highland garb will be worn by all the scholars 
.' "•• With or without the Gaelic language he 
will grow up a. Highlander, as he was born, and 
present to" the world, undisguised and tinperv
erted, one of the finest types of manhood that 
history knows" (Blackie 1877:388). 

Blackie thus wished to change the Highlands, to Improve ther.L His 
solution to the Highland Problem was to get back to the traditional 
way of life. This is a common view. The Highlands and Islands of 
Scotland, it is often said, havebeen,and still are, bedevilled by 
Improvers; those who look at the Highland way of life and determine that 
it is inadequate. There are those who say that the Highlands must be 
modernised as soon as possible, but the people who complain most are 
those who follow in the path of Scott and Blackie. They say that the 
way of life in the Highlands is not what it once was; that it has 
deteriorated from a once fine and noble state of society to the present 
state of apathy. It is said that only a century ago the townships were 
self-sufficient (Gibson 1946:265). Yet one only has to remember the 
agitation of the 1880's, or the famines of the late 1840's to realise 
that people have for a long time been complaining in the saoo way. 
Wordsworth's arrival at the island of Iona was spoilt by the appearanco 
of beggars, Who marred his view of the Traditions. 

'~ow sad a welcomel To each voyager 
Some ragged child holds up for sale a store 
Of wave-wo:r;-n pebbles, pleading on the shore 
Where once came monk and nun with gentle stir, 
Blessings to give, news ask, or suit prefer. 

(Wordswrth 'lana (Upon Landing). 1947:42). 

This is the approach of those who 'Would set up a kind of human zoo, 
where the inhabi tants would speak Gaelic, live in black houses, eat 
potatoes, salted herrings and porrage, and where the tourist and the social 
scientist could go to study then~tive with his 'simple' and 'ancient' 
way of life. It is sad to see people in an apparent state of alcoholic 
apathy, but it 'remains necessary to ask why the Highlanders are seen in 
this way. The traditions of the past are a ftmdamental feature. Thus 
when Calum }!lacLean says that "Life at tirneswas a hard struggle, but the 
straths and _ ~-~~=glens did breed _a§~c.k,-~G-e~IllQc;pe-~el'l;~rel:is:l:-r-~~~


endowed both mentally and physically than the football fans and cinema
 
devotees of our day" (1959: 17). It must be realised that he too is a
 
potential Improver, someone who stands outside the Highlands and Islands
 
and judges them to be below standard. With a claymore in his hand the
 
bottle throwing football hooligan is transformed into a noble savage.
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The Highlands. 

I have talked so far of the Highlands, or of the inhabitants of the 
Highlands without defining exactly what I meant by these teras. This 
is clearl~ not a simple geographical category: such ideas as the 'High
land Line' are of little value since they fail to distinguish between 
'True Highlanders" and those that merely live north of this line. When 
William Ross, then Secretary of State for Scotland, was announcing the 
formation of the H.I.D .B. in 1965, he talked of the Highlander as "the 
~n on Scotland's conscience". In order to explain wha.t he meant it is 
necessary to relate the idea of the Highlander to the traditional. 

If we read CalUIl1 f.'!a.cLean's'The Highland,ers' we find that the book 
c~es a succession of meetings with old men and wocen who were the 
last remaining people in that area to speak Gaelic, but who were, above 
all else, repositories of tra'"tion. They could remember the folk tales 
and the songs, the reas:»ns for the names givan to all the local landmarks, 
their grandfathers had been alive at the time of the falJline, and S) on. 
The true Highlander is part of tradition, and as such is disappearing too. 

This definition of the Highlander has practical results in the field 
of development policy. If the true Highlander is a rural, traditional 
beast then there is no way in which a development policy can include, 
for example, the possibility of urbanisation. The H.LD.B. implici tj.y 
recognised this when they argued that crofting, whilst inefficient, 
should be maintained since it was part of the traditionaJ. way of life •• 
Francis Thompson has talked of the 'Resurrection of a Culture' (1971) 
meaning the creation of a ¥.ighland society based upon the past. In 
another article, entitled 'The Optimum Highland Society' he points 
out quite rightly that the policy of the HoIoD.B. will lead to urban
isation, and that the idea of the urbanised Highlander is a contradiction. 
Therefore the policies of the H.I.DoB. will lead to the death of Highland 
culture. Drawing on Plato, Owen and Fourier he says that the Optimum 
Highland society w:>uld be based upon units of no more than 5000 people. 
Anything larger than this would result in the death of Highland culture. 

One of the failures of the H.LD.B. has lain in the inability to see, 
or refusal to admit, that a mere statistical increase in population is an 
insufficient solution to the Highland Problem. On the one hand they 
claim that their results will be judged by their ability to hold population 
in the true crofting areas; that is, to maintain the traditiqnal way of 
life. On the other, they proclaim prOUdly that the 1971 census showed an 
increase in population for the first time for over a century. Yet this 
increase is more than accounted for by the modernised, urbanised, indust
rialised areas of Easter Ross, Inverness and Lochaber, The "true-crofting 
areas" are still decreasing in population. 

One of the most interesting things that is happening to the category
 
Highlander is its aboorption of the idea of the Lowlander, leaving only
 
opposition to the English, This is a movement that was apparent in 1822
 
when Sir Walter Scott, dressed in a kilt welcomed George IV to Edinburgh~
 

(The fact that Scott had a campbell great-grandmother is precisely the
 
point). It is apparent in the Prebbles that are in the pockets of every
 
neophyte natipnalist. John Prebble's wrk on the Clearances (1969) itself
 
argues that the exploiters were the ww1a.nders, or Highland lairds
 
corrupted by Lowland Scots influences. Now the Lowland Scots' exploit 

ation of the Highlands is used as an argument for nationalism, through
 
othe~deV!icGe~1Tfla"1F£0P;];e~1'IIaellean~uses~when~hec~a~s~of'~"the~~t~m~oomo~o~fo..~
 

Anglicised landlord capitalism, "when he means the clearances (1969:21 cry
 
emphasis).
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Developm~nt_~~ Social Change. 

The aim of those who attempt to solve the Highland Problem is to 
cause some· mciaJ. change. There is a problem which needs a oolution, 
which will mean a degree of social changeu If Highland society is on 
the decline, it has to be shown exactly why it appears to be continuol;lS~ 
breaking dow. Some talk of allcontinui ty and changell , of"connict and 
change." The implication of this approach to change is that one day there 
will be an end to the process. Against this view, I rcaintain that the 
Highland wa:y of life is a category, just like folklore, which is always 
declining. The interesting thing about the decline of the Highland way 
of life is tha.t people have '·een te'"..king about it for so long. Folkloro 
is, at course, a perfect example of this since it isalways being collected 
on the point of disappearance. If it were not just about to disappear 
then it would not be folklore. But this W'Orks just as well for economic 
~ife. There have been several times when it seemed possible that things 
might improve, whether through kelp, or fishing, or oil, but all the time 
people have caI':i'ied on talking about the Highland Problem, about the 
inevitable demise of Highland society. One <m1d turn the question round 
and ask rather '!Why has Highland aociety lasted 00 long?" The point is 
that the categories of traditional and 1IlOdern shift their boundaries
 
but maintain their essential opposition.
 

The agricultural. systeCl provides an example. It is defined as part 
of the traditional way of life. But the consequence of defining it in 
this way is that it cannot be changed; and the problem therefore for 
development agencies is that they are trying to change something which 
is defined as unchanging. They can, like Gi11anders (1962, 1968), insist 
that the only solutiai:J. is the operation of harsh e~onomic laws, but then 
these will destroy the whole oategory of crafting. The debate on the 19% 
Crofting Reform Act has been centred along these lines. The object of 
the act is to allow crofters, traditionally tenants, to become ower
occupiers. The debate has centred on whether or not the introduction of 
market forces will destry crofting. There can be no true reform of the 
category crofting, since any such reform either leaves crofting unscathed 
or else destr~ye it. 

Crofting is the traditional method of agriculture. The-H.I.D.B. 
have stated that whilst crofting may be inefficient it must still be 
maintained, since it is part of the Highland past that must be preserved. 
Crafting is a system of agriculture which involves the division of the 
land around the township among the inhabitants. On this land is grown 
hay, potatoes and perhaps oats or rye. Around the township is the common 
grating, the llIOorland which is shared by all the crofters of the to'Wnahip. 
Now, orafting "is onJ.y ea.id to have been in existenoe since the nineteenth 
oentury, since the olearanoes. Before that the system of agrioulture 
was that of runrig (see Gray 1952), a system where land was redistributed 
at intervalS. 

Yet, according to the Scottish National DiGtionary crafting is first 
reoorded in Scotland in the thirteenth century. It was not in tact until 
the 1870's and 80' s (7), long after the Clearances that are supposed to 
have created crafting, that the inhabitants of the Highlands and Islands 
became synonymous with the term 'Crofter'. 'l'he~ term had existed beforej 
it referred to a _tenan~,-_~h~'..Qrol~'- referr~d_to~he land aJ:'.o.und.-th&~-~~~c~ 

...	 towshi~o'W crafting refers to the wole system of agriculture.. This 
change in the meaning ot the word becomes apparent at the time of the ~d 
iaw reform agitation of the 1880' EI, when the problems of the Highlands 
and Islands were to be oolvod by sol'Ving the problems of the crofters. 
The Crofters' Act of 1886 set up the Crofters' Coramission. Suddenly 
crofting had become the traditional method of agriculture that needed 
support. The content of the category tradition had changed but the meanitl« 
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haa\~elIlained the same,, ' 

The atJ:thr0J2plogist and social ch~e in the, Highlands. 

The anthropo~ogi~t has long been concerned with small graups~ 'an~ 

the need to record their;;"~ of life before it disappeers. This is the 
major concern of the arre~logists who have studied the Highlands. 
Vallee wrote a 'Study of EIOctS.l change' (1954) and Parman wrote of 
,Sociocultural Change' (197~). The emphasi s has been on sooial change and 
the consequent breakdown and disappearance of tradi tiona! ways of life. 

, ' 

Parman's thesis " •••attempts to e:x:pla.in the seemingly anomalous 
survival of crofting and crofting communities"(1972:1}. Unexpectedly, 
for her; values l;iTe not congrue,nt with those of the wider sooiety. She' 
ohronicles the change from self-sufficien.cy to, dependence upon the outside 
world (ibid:185). She uses a concept ofboundednese derived from the work 
of Barth and argues that: ' 

"the,crofting townshi.p pe:rs:ists as a relatively 
strongly bounded system not because' it is in
herently static, isolated, or resistant of 
change, but beCause of theconstra;i,nts and 
incentives stemming from the largersooiety". (ibid:3). 

Parman therefore distinguisheS! between the township and the outside 
world, and between the self..,sufficientsystem and the current state of 
affairs. of a decline tnto dep~ndenoy. Her idea of 'change therefore 
involve$ taldng the social life of Shawbost, a township in Lewis, and 
separating it into two categories. The one that refers to the old Way 
of life, and is restricted by boundaries imposed by the outsido wor!4; 
and the other which involves connections with the outside world and a 
decline in self-sufficiency. These categories are therefore the traditional 
and the modern. To talk of change, in this context, involves a division 
of events which are happening at any one time into these two categories, 
followed by the technique of saying that one set of events relates to the 
past, and one relates to the future. Hence there is a perception of 
change. This is no IOOre i!Ocia.l change than. the decline an.d disappearance 
of folklore. 

Similar comments could be ma.de of Vallee' B 'WOrk on Barra, the south
ernmost of the Outer Hebrides. His thesis makes use of what he terms a 
"dual-synchronic" approach. This is the same technique that Parman 
uses, but in a less sophisticated guise. That is, the comparison is 
made between two different d.scriptions of Hebridean s>cial structure, 
differentiated by time. The first is no more than the mythologised, 
romanticised past, and the second is the introduction of new elements. 
The result is a pioture of decline. In his article on buria~ and mourning 
customs, Vallee again chronicles the recent absorption of Barra into the 
wider soeiety. He says: 

''Many of the traditional cultural practices. 
extant less than a generation ago, have 
disappeared or are only I'arely observed, It 
is in the prevalence of the Gaelic language 
and in the persistence of certain ritual 
observances that the Barra of today resembles 
"""t Closely the community of' old. CJr"1;}'ie 
ritual practices, none contains more trad
itional elements than those associated with 
death tmd mourning" (ibid:121). . 

Vallee is studying burial and mournifAS oustoms because they are more 
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Vallee ia studying burial and mournifAS oustoms because they are more 
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tradition0-, because they contain more tradi tiona! alemant s. This is
 
no more than a doctrine of sUrvivals,a, doctrine! that' wassuppo;sedly' .
 
discarded many years ago.
 

~ .. . .! . 

The development of the HighlandS., 

It has: been aaidbefore"but it 'b~ars repeating, tha.t thereis:a ,
 
problem over the meaning of the wrd development•. HoW exactly can the
 
inhabit~ts of th~: Highlat;l.df;! imJ?f9ve their social a~dec6?lolJli.c conditions?
 
Thlais a caee where an W1criticth, empiricism holds sway. Because stich
 
figures are ~a.silY measureable'; theGNJ?; Or the Natidnal Income,' or in . , .
 

.' the case of 'the Highlands the pb'pulation, are con'sidered to be the. only 
tileasuresof progress. The 'useof these statis'ticB gives afa.lee aura' 
of accuracy to the debate. There is a too easysatisfacti'6n to be' 
gained merely by .the sh<;>rthand of measurement., '.I'his leads, too, to a 
variety of economic determinism througI1· the idea: that since it is these 
quantifiable factors which are the indices of 'growth or progress, then 
any increase in industry which will lead to an increase inariy one of 
these indices wil:!, cause an increase in .' growth', . and eooialprogress 
will be made.' Thus kelp,' fishing and one E.T.lspects, oil,ha:ve all been 
seen as {;Q'V1oui-sof the Highland way of life. h'e have the strange spect
acl'e of the social planners being vulgar Nar~ists.. (Friedman 1974). 

The problem is that the H.I.D.B.hqv~in no adequate way Speci'fied' .
 
what they 'are trying to improve, to develop; and \\hat they are 'doihgit .
 
for. The Strath of Kildonan report, for example,talks of a ,desire to'
 
develop the area because of its historical backgrou,nd (The Clearances of
 
Sutherland). But there is 'no coherent idea of what it is that is being
 
socially improved, and' despite' .the .initial' talk 0:( improving soCial
 
conditions it soon becomes clea.t' 'that aD. that is meantby'developmerit'
 
is projects 'with a: direct return on capital. (see 'Carter 1972).
 

Another result of this economic detertl\iro,.sm is that the initial
 
aim of improving .social conditicns is forgotten. There ,can b.e no social
 

,philosophy f'o~. the economic determinist, except that economic determinism
 
is itself a very rigid social philosophy. This leads to the result .that
 
social factors are onJ.y· coneidered in 00 far as they are a hinClrance to
 
economic development. And when we do g~t discussions or'social factors,
 
it is of distinctly lindted scope. . .
 

I have argued that there is something called the traditional
 
Highland way of life. The question facing a d~velopment agency is whether
 
or not this way of life is worth preserving. Gillanders: (1962:275)
 
complain,~ that,"sentiment and emotion peBistently bedevil high1aI+d
 
eco~omic ana~yai6 tI. '
 

''rhe real hope for the highla.nder today-as
 
I see it - cannot be in tourism, but in the
 
simple courage to implement proved economic
 
principles~ The Highlander must oease to
 
regard himself as a member. ofa chosen· raGe
 
to whomnormaJ,. economic l8.ws do not a.pply
 
.•••Nei;ther,' cultural nor spi:ritualdistinct

i v~n~ss can be roaintained mu,ch longer :wtless
 

c~"c~=;c~~c~~d'C~C~~"=a='8G"H'lele~l:la'S'i-e=t:~h:e-=-cro1UmuIItty (1968~:148):~~~~c~~"~=E~~=CIs <levisean.. 

Therefore, "Without reorganisation on a big scale there can be no future
 
for a crafting economy in the Highlands" .. (1962:265).
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But Gillanders has clearly not perceived the fundamental problem, 
and that is, that just as .for Thompson the idea of the urbanised High
lander is a contradiction, so too is the idea of a modernised tradition; 
that is, crofting subject to "economic laws". This is the double bind 
that the H.I.D.B. find themselves in. If they try to preserve the trad~ 

itionalway of life then they have to sacrifice economic development, 
and vice versa. It was this that led thelU to realise that even though 
crof~ would lead to further. depopulation, they had no option but to 
support it. The problem is that there can be no middle way. The 
categories traditional and modern do not mix, and they continually, shift, 
taking over new areas of activity~ The problem facing the Highlands 
and Islands Development Board is that they are trying to change some
thing which is previously defined as unchanging. As long as the categories 
tradi tional and modern are opposed there can be no solution to the 
Highland Problem, 

Conclusion. 

The Highlands and. Islands are said to be going through a period of 
soci~l change. I have argued that the anthropologists Who have studied 
the area have made this Eiame assumption. They have taken Highland culture 
and separated i t into two elements : the traditional and the modern. The 
traditional is the idealised past, the myth that was rewritten history so 
as to give the appearance of decline in the presenL The categories 
traditional and modern are opposed although the content of these categories 
may change. Thllls the' social change' appears paradoxically to be static. 
Crofting has become part of the traditional way, and the kelp industry, 
the fishing :industry, and the oil industry will soon be forgotten, just 
as the kelp, the railways, the hydroelectric schemes have all passed by. 
As soon as an agency tries to engage in development it gets drawn into 
this discourse, and thus confronts an insoluble problem. 

Ed. Condry. 

Notes. 

1.	 Review of Hunter (1976) by 'The Quiet Crofter". Stornoway Ga.zette-a 
20.11.76. 

2.	 Interestingly enough Defoe too was a government agent. He was sent 
up north as a government spy at the time of the Union. (see DNB). 

3.	 See e.g. Whitaker (1959). 

4.	 The' "traditional" black house of the Highlands and Islands with thick 
stone walls, and a low thatched roof. 

~Ec.~§i·.~~~A~w&Pcl~teha,\}~i~s~nocrill~ttre=OED·1~1JlIt:··~SIiFe·sumaory"rela-te"cC"Eto"C""rei"ter',, 
to repeat. 

6.	 Quoted in Storey (1974). 

7.	 Alexander MacKenzie, the influential editor of the Celtic ~~gazine, 

in an article which stirred up much debate, wrote of the "crofting 
or lotting system" (1877:449 my emphasis). 
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